In DNA data storage, the huge sequence complexity is challenging repeatable and efficient 12 information reading. Here, we demonstrated that biased amplification is serious matter for stable 13 information retrieve from synthetic oligo pool comprising over ten thousand strands encoding over 14 2.85 MB digital information. Therefore, we adapted isothermal DNA amplification as a new 15 biochemical framework, termed as isothermal DNA reading (iDR) for low biased manipulation of 16 DNA pool with huge sequence complexity. iDR was built to work in a priming-free and error-17 spreading proof manner and achieved low-biased amplification. Finally, we demonstrated that 18 immobilized DNA materials read by iDR is able to stably read data deeply and repeatedly, a 19 practical and sustainable DNA storage system. Necessary amount of sequencing reads for perfect 20 2 oligos retrieve significantly decreased. These advanced features enable the iDR chemical 21 framework being ideal alternative for manipulating the huge sequence complexity and building 22 the sustainable and efficient DNA storage "hardware". 23 24 3 Introduction: 25 In DNA data storage, technology originally developed for bioengineering approach including array 26 oligo synthesis, PCR and DNA sequencing were integrated to construct the "hardware" for DNA 27 storage(1-5). Array synthesized DNA oligo pool comprising of from thousands up to millions of 28 oligo strands with several hundred bases in length has been utilized in many applications, e.g., 29 probe blend, DNA origami assembly, and genome synthesis(1). Because of both the location on 30 microchip and DNA sequence context, the copy number for each oligo strand from array synthesis 31 is distinct(5). Furthermore, the sheer number of synthesized oligos from array on microchip is very 32 small, roughly from 10 5 to 10 12 at the concentration of femtomolar depending on the synthesis 33 platform(6, 7). Generally, amount of DNA materials, over a few hundred nanograms, at the 34 concentration of micromolar is necessary for high quality DNA sequencing covering all oligos in 35 the pool on commercial DNA sequencing platform, e.g., Illumina(8). Therefore, amplification is 36 crucial to boost the signal for the subsequent DNA sequencing for stably reading data.
4
disadvantage. However, DNA storage requires amplification of from tens of thousands up to 48 million distinct DNA strands at the same time. Thus far, this problem was dealt by great effort to 49 develop high encoding, physical and sequencing redundancy (13, 15) . However, high redundancy 50 sacrificed storage density and increased cost in synthesis, sequencing and decoding calculation. In 51 previous studies, it has been demonstrated that deep PCR amplification (over 60 thermal 52 amplification cycles) increased the unevenness of copy number largely and required several orders 53 of magnitude more sequencing reads for decoding (12) . For extreme case, only a few oligos (less 54 than 10 % of the total oligos) wiped out almost all others after amplification (16) . Moreover, 55 successive repeated amplification significantly skewed the copy number distribution and caused 56 large dropout (12) . Even the sequences were carefully designed to minimize the sequence context 57 difference, biased amplification still caused chaos from the huge sequence complexity of oligo 58 pool for DNA storage and then imperiled the information decoding. And for this pure engineering 59 approach of DNA storage, it is valuable to develop alternative technology with distinct features. 60 For practical data storage, crucial issues have to been addressed. Information reading method 61 should be redesigned to handle amplification of oligo pool with high complexity of DNA sequence 62 at low bias and also support the repeated reading for long-term storage. The current thermal cycling 63 process in DNA amplification not only consumes energy but also will trouble the operation of 64 storage device. It has been reported that long thermal treatment at around 65°C resulted to oligo 65 decay and higher temperature caused more damage to longer DNA molecule (16, 17) . All these 66 issues come down to developing biosystem which could stably and repeatedly handle oligo pool 67 with high sequence complexity and uneven copy number under more simple thermal condition.
68
Here, we adapted a BASIC code system (18, 19) recently developed for digital distributed file 69 system for DNA storage, in which a high information density was achieved with a low encoding 70 5 redundancy of 1.56%. For amplification of oligo pool with high sequence complexity, we 71 challenge to develop alternative system for low biased amplification and construction of repeatable 72 DNA storage. Statistics analysis demonstrated that oligo pool was more prone to dropout than base 73 error and oligo dropout significantly increased with the amplification depth and repeated times in 74 biased amplification of PCR. Therefore, we recruited the isothermal DNA replication to challenge 75 the stable manipulation of DNA pool with huge sequence complexity. Isothermal DNA reading 76 (termed as iDR) was specifically built to address the crucial issues of inefficient-priming, product-77 as-template that caused the replication bias and error-spreading and oligo dropout remained very 78 stable at low level. Finally, we demonstrated that immobilized DNA pool read by iDR as an 79 efficient and repeated DNA system for sustainable information storage. For the development of 80 practical DNA "hardware", and iDR could work with PCR together in the different process, e.g.,
81
material preparation and stably reading respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 82 sustainable DNA storage system successfully achieved the stable information "deep reading". 
Results:
85 BASIC code for DNA mediated distributed storage. 86 In current DNA storage, the digital file was divided and written into a large group of small piece 87 DNA oligos. Every single oligo function as individual information carrying unit. And then, the 88 entire file can be read out from sequencing all the oligos (Fig. 1A) . Therefore, DNA storage can 89 be considered as distributed storage system built on biomaterial. Due to this nature, we adapted a 90 BASIC coding system that is one well optimized regenerating code with reducing computational 91 complexity for distributed storage (18, 19) . Generally, the encoding process started by dividing 92 the target file into non-overlapping groups and the split information was encoded into DNA 93 sequence following an optimized encoding process ( fig. S1 and Supplementary Note 1) with two 94 adjustable parameter K (corresponding to oligo number in one non-overlapping group, K was set 95 as constant value of 256) and L (corresponding to the length of oligo), which is flexible for various 96 DNA oligo length from different commercial synthesis platform. Besides the normal file types, for 97 the first time we tested the storage of genome sequence including human mitochondrion and one 98 artificial bacteria cell (Supplementary Note 2) with a different encoding strategy. Genome 99 nucleotide sequence was converted to binary file following a simple principle of T to 00, G to 01, 100 C to 10 and A to 11, by which higher information storage density could be obtained as one 101 nucleotide base to 2-bits binary in comparing with simply treating nucleotide letter as text contents. 126 It well known that PCR generated biased amplification from its inherent mechanism, i.e., product-127 as-template, priming and thermal cycling dependent amplification (3, 14, 20, 21) . In order to 128 address these problems that easily skewed the oligo copy number distribution, we recruited 129 isothermal DNA replication, which are majorly used in systems for biomolecular analysis or 130 8 complex DNA circuit network (22) (23) (24) . To the best of our knowledge, strand displacement 131 replication has not been tested for stable amplification of large DNA library, not the size of library 132 in DNA storage. It is still unknown if huge sequence complexity could be stably amplified by this 133 novel DNA replication mechanism. Therefore, we challenge to build low biased isothermal immobilized isothermal DNA replication system was designated as iDR, isothermal DNA reading 139 for large DNA pool amplification ( Fig. 2A ). The Nt.BbvCI nickase recognition site is only 7nts in 140 length and its sequence has been avoided from the payload part of oligo pool in the file encoding 141 step. By comparison, it will not cause much extra burden on synthesis.
Low-bias and error-spreading proof isothermal amplification

142
The intrinsic features of iDR specifically facilitate DNA storage application. In theory, for one 50 143 ul reaction, 10 PCR thermal cycles required about 177.8J energy only for thermal regulation at 144 least two orders of magnitude more than 30 mins iDR of 2.52J ( Fig all experiments in this manuscript. Single-stranded or double-stranded DNA can be produced in a 148 controlled manner (Fig. 2C ). Specially, ssDNA was amplified in a primer-free manner and allows 149 iDR to be a universal method for reading information with no sequence information needed in 150 advance. The nickase mediated site-specific phosphodiester bond cleavage initiated the iDR 151 amplification and generated a 5' terminal phosphate group, its function was verified by direct 152 9 ligation to a FAM labeled probe (Fig. 2D ). This inborn phosphate group is very convenient for 153 subsequent functional adapter linking.
154
Amplified oligos were sequenced on commercial Illumina Hiseq 4000 platform with 150 paired-155 end cycles (Supplementary Note 5) and then deeply analyzed by a set of statistics methods 156 developed from bioinformatic BLAST program ( fig. S3 and Supplementary Note 6). Sequenced 157 reads with various number of letter error including substitution and indel were different. Among 158 them, single letter error accounted for the majority in mutant sequenced reads for both PCR (80.1%) 159 and iDR (81.7%) ( Fig. 2E and fig. S4 ). The total indel (0.03%) and substitution (0.2%) rate were 160 consistent with previous studies(13). Although, RS code embedded in BASIC code is able to 161 correct multiple errors in same DNA strand but will increase the computation complexity 162 largely (17, 25) . Therefore, both sequenced reads with no or single substitution/indel error were 163 collected as valid reads for further analysis and decoding ( fig. S1B ).
164
The distribution of the number of reads per each given sequence were different between iDR and 165 PCR of various thermal cycles of from 10 to 60. The distribution normality was quantified by a 166 modified mathematical statistics function (Supplementary Note 6). In theory, oligo pool of higher 167 value distribution normality require less sequencing reads to recover all synthesized oligos(12).
168
The coverage distribution of both PCR and iDR were positively skewed with a long tail, which 169 comprising of high copy number oligos, the normality of PCR decreased from 0.50 to 0.18 with 170 thermal cycles increased from 10 to 60 (Fig. 2F ). However, 0.60 was obtained for iDR, it indicated 171 that most balanced DNA pool was amplified by iDR. The proportion of oligos with high copy 172 number, the top 30% high coverage, enlarged with the PCR thermal cycles increased (Fig. 2G) . In 173 comparison, the dropout rate increased significantly from 4.18% to 13.80% with PCR 174 amplification becoming deeper, much higher than 1.33% of iDR (Fig. 2G ). No obvious difference 175 10 was observed between the coverage distribution of iDR amplification from free oligo pool and 176 oligo pool immobilized on magnetic beads ( fig. S5 ).
177
Deep errors, reads with mutant in high copy number, impeded information decoding. Sequenced 178 reads were further sorted out as group of M0G0 (with no letter error) and M1G1 (with single letter 179 substitution or indel error) by developed BLAST programs. Therefore, for same oligo, if the 180 coverage in M0G0 is smaller than the coverage in M1G1, it indicated that for this oligo sequencing 181 reads with mutant is more than correct one in the pool. It is hard to identify the correct oligo from 182 sequencing reads by principle of law of large number-makers and will tend to influence the correct 183 decoding. We identified this as number of deep-error, it means how many oligos with more mutant 184 sequencing reads than correct reads. It was observed that PCR with various thermal cycles gave 185 average number of 177 for 10 cycles, 350 for 30 cycles and 1175 cycles for 60 cycles, all of them 186 is larger than iDR of 46 ( Fig. 2H ). It indicated that biased amplification spread and accumulated 187 error reads.
188
Low replication fidelity of DNA polymerases and around 1% miss reading coming along with 189 NGS sequencing process(26) largely contributed to the massive error reads with low copy number, 190 e.g. 1-2 copy number, but it is relatively easy to identify them from correct reads in high copy 191 number. Considering the mechanism, product-as-template and inefficient priming process caused 192 the high amplification bias and made PCR amplification prone to error-spreading and oligo 193 dropout. In contrast, iDR was designed to synthesize new oligo only from the original templates 194 without priming process for replication initiation and therefore iDR achieved a low biased and 195 error-spreading proof amplification and will require much less calculation resource in decoding 196 process. Additionally, high temperature treatment resulted to DNA oligo decay especially for long 197 strands (16, 17) . The decay lost rate in a 10 cycles PCR was calculated as 21.8‰ and 0.035‰ for 198 11 iDR ( Fig. 2B and Supplementary Note 7) . Finally, all the files in DNA pool was successfully 199 decoded following the BASIC decoding process and the minimal mean coverage depth of 200 sequencing reads were calculated (Table S2) 201 Sustainable DNA storage for repeated reading 202 Repeatable reading is crucial for practical DNA storage system. So far, different repeated reading 203 systems have been proposed and achieved, in which generally DNA pool was amplified from 204 aliquot of previous amplified product (Fig. 3A) . However, error rate and oligo dropout were 205 significantly accumulated through this repeated amplification (12, 13, 16) . Due to the low biased 206 amplification performance, we believe that DNA storage for stable repeated reading could be 207 achieved from iDR system. In this isothermal system (Fig. 3B ), both the low biased iDR 208 amplification performance and DNA pool immobilization on microbeads could contribute to the 209 stability in repeated reading, but either of them has not been systematically tested so far. Therefore, 210 we propose the isothermal reading of immobilized DNA pool as stable and robust DNA storage 211 system.
212
The amplification capability for repeated deep reading oligo pool containing from 11,520 to 89,088 213 DNA strands was examined. PCR amplification was successively performed 10 times from aliquot 214 of previous reaction and iDR amplification was repeated 10 times from immobilized oligos pool.
215
In #1, #5 and #10 of successive PCR, the proportion of amplified oligos with up to total 10 216 substitution or indel letter error decreased from 89.09% (±10 of PCR #1) to 49.97% (±10 of PCR 217 #10) and from 86.77% (±1 of PCR #1) to 48.58% (±1 of PCR #10). In comparison, the repeated 218 iDR remained very consistent over 90% (Fig. 3C) . These statistics results indicated that large noise 219 was introduced during PCR procedure and amplified oligo with imperfect length increased from 220 inefficient replication or miss priming. However, no obvious difference was observed in 221 12 proportion of M1G1 in total sequenced reads between PCR and iDR, but the mean copy number 222 in M1G1 reads increased from 1.10 of #1 PCR to 1.95 of #10 PCR, but only slightly changed for 223 iDR, 1.08 of #1, 1.08 of #5 and 1.05 of #10 (Fig. 3D ). This result was in agreement with previous 224 experiment and indicated that error accumulated to high copy number during PCR and iDR 225 achieved error-spreading proof amplification, in which amplified DNA strand with error was not 226 further amplified as template.
227
Interestingly, it was observed that the distribution of the number of reads per each given sequence 228 changed differently. Normality of #1, #5 and #10 PCR decreased significantly from 0.50 to 0.15.
229
In contrast, #1, #5 and #10 iDR gave a consistent normality of 0.58 (Fig. 3E ). For successive PCR, 230 the coverage distribution was largely positively skewed and the proportion of both low copy 231 number and high copy number oligos significantly increased. It indicated that large enrichment 232 driven by amplification bias for part of oligos efficiently occurred with the successive PCR, but 233 not in repeated iDR. Furthermore, it was observed that only top 1% oligo of high coverage 234 increased its proportion significantly and both 1% oligos of middle and low coverage decreased 235 while the oligo pool was successively read by PCR. In contrast, all the 1% oligos remained steady 236 in repeated iDR (fig. S6 ). The dropout rate in random valid reads set with 10x coverage was 237 quantified to further assess the amplification bias. For PCR, the dropout rate increased sharply 238 from 4.18% (#1 PCR) to 53.19% (#10 PCR) (Fig.3F ), but iDR remained steady at about 2%. Due 239 to the tolerance for 1.56% dropout in BASIC encoding algorithms, we also calculated the coverage 240 depth for random valid reads set with 1.56% dropout (Supplementary Note 3) , the crucial 241 parameter for the theoretical minimum decoding coverage. For PCR, the minimum coverage depth 242 was quantified as 17.2x (#1 PCR) and 167x (#5 PCR) and 426x (#10 PCR). For iDR, the minimum 243 coverage depth was quantified as 11 for #1, 12 for #5 and 12.5 for #10. Therefore, for 445KB file 244 13 encoded in 11520 DNA oligo pool, 10,101,935 and 149, 919 minimal sequencing reads were 245 necessary for perfect decoding ( Fig. 4 and Supplementary Note 8) . 246 Thus far, for PCR based sustainable DNA media reading, one strategy is deep amplification from 247 trace DNA material with large number of thermal cycles and another is successive amplification 248 from aliquot of previous reaction. However, we demonstrated that both strategies are not practical.
249
The nature of PCR including especially inefficient priming and product-as-template generated 250 large amplification bias that significantly skewed the copy number distribution and resulted huge 251 dropout in both 60 cycles deep amplification and 10 times successive amplification, especially for 252 oligo pool with huge sequence complexity. Based on these deep statistical analyses, we pointed 253 out that iDR amplification of immobilized DNA pool was stable, robust and suitable for repeated 254 reading in DNA data storage. 255 14 Discussion: 256 DNA data storage is one very artificial application and actually the concept has been proposed for 257 a long time (27) . But till lately, the significantly increasing capability of DNA synthesis and 258 sequencing start making it possible. In many respects, practical DNA data storage requires more 259 powerful capability for all related biotechnologies, including synthesis, sequencing and 260 manipulation of oligo pool with high sequence complexity. The size of oligo pool used in DNA 261 storage is already several orders of magnitude larger than that in other applications. However, there 262 is still short of hardware technology which is designed for DNA storage, especially manipulation 263 of DNA oligo pool with huge sequence complexity and unevenness of molecule copy number. In 264 studies to date, PCR is still the only method for amplification of oligo pool for reading information. DNA reading. Therefore, higher physical storage density could be achieved by iDR system, which 279 could store information with at least two orders of magnitude less DNA material and sequencing 280 resource than the current PCR method ( Fig. 4 and Supplementary Note 8).
281
Although, there is many variants of PCR, such as emulsion PCR, digital PCR, and multiplex PCR, 282 but none of them can avoid the crucial issues of product-as-template, inefficient priming, and 283 complex thermal regulation. Each of these will raised the cost for handling the large DNA pool.
284
Although, iDR is adapted from stand displacement replication, but this is the first system applying 285 this amplification mechanism on DNA pool with high sequence complexity for artificial 286 information storage and demonstrated that immobilized DNA pool read by iDR is able to stably 287 read data deeply and repeatedly. Originally, the core thing of DNA storage is adapting current 288 biotechnology for artificial purpose of storing information at a large scale and accuracy which is 289 distinct for bioengineering approaches. Undeniably, PCR possesses power in DNA amplification, 290 and iDR could work with PCR together in the different steps of DNA storage, e.g., material 291 preparation and stably reading respectively.
292
Furthermore, Replication fidelity of DNAP I Klenow fragment used in iDR system is much lower 293 than Q5 DNA polymerase in PCR. There is still much room for improvement. Additionally, 294 practical DNA storage system must move out of biochemical test tube to build device by highly 295 integrating all related biochemical processes. Prototypes of DNA storage hardware have already 296 been proposed with high density DNA material in microfluidic device (29, 30) . We contend that 297 besides some crucial features of iDR make it more fit for hardware construction. In iDR, only low 298 temperature, slightly higher than room temperature, was required. Considering the operation of 299 DNA storage up to large scale, there will be a huge difference in energy consumption. Furthermore, 300 iDR is able to work in a primer-free fashion, only defined protein enzyme mix is required no matter 301 16 what information was encoded, which makes it possible for universal information reading without 302 any sequence information required in advance. To the best of our knowledge, iDR is the first 303 system for stable repeated DNA information reading which is crucial and necessary feature for 304 practical and sustainable storage hardware. Therefore, we believed that this new biochemical 305 framework with stable repeated reading lays a foundation for development of practical and 306 sustainable DNA storage. 
